
Goblin Gangsters
Imagine a world similar to our own, except that creatures of myth and fantasy live openly among
us. Elven celebrities plaster the internet with pouting selfies and vacuous comments, xenophobic
dwarves complain bitterly about low pay and boring jobs, and lazy halflings stuff themselves with
junk food while trolling websites and chat rooms. Oh, and magic? That’s real, too—but rare.

After the Second World War, several goblins rose to prominence in the criminal community, and they
went on to establish the six major organized crime families of today. The largest and most influential of
these families is Redfang, ruled over by the notorious Don Bignose, also known as “The Gobfather.”

You are ambitious soldiers of the Redfang family, “made goblins” who have demonstrated their skill
and loyalty, and now seek further promotion. Fortunately, Don Bignose has just the job for you!

Character Creation
Each player creates a character as follows:
1. Choose a trait: Agile (used for reflexes, dexterity,
stealth, and ranged combat), brawny (covers strength,
vitality, athletics, and melee combat), or crafty (covers
intellect, charisma, perception, and mental combat).
2. Select a concept: Hitman, con artist, explosives
expert, hacker, burglar, cleaner, or mechanic.
3. Pick a perk: Ace driver, marksman, scary, alert,
silver-tongued, knife fighter, or free runner.
4. Select a quirk: Greedy, ruthless, thin-skinned,
hideous, pyromaniac, stoner, or psychopath.
5. Grab 3 karma tokens and 3 resolve tokens.
6. Make up a name, and introduce yourself to the
group (e.g., “I’m Chip Chop, a crafty mechanic who
is a skilled knife fighter and utterly ruthless”).

Resolving Challenges
When players attempt something risky, they roll
1-3 six-sided dice and must equal or exceed the
difficulty of 4-6 on at least one die. Succeeding
on multiple dice indicates an exceptional success
(narrate an additional benefit), while rolling a “1”
on all dice indicates a critical failure (introduce a
complication to the scene).

The GM chooses a trait and difficulty for each
challenge. Most are difficulty 5, but a particularly
easy or hard task might be difficulty 4 or 6. Some
challenges (e.g., combat) require multiple rolls.

Players usually roll 2 dice, but roll 3 dice if the
challenge matches their trait. If a challenge falls
completely outside the scope of their concept (e.g.,
a hacker cleaning a crime scene), they lose 1 die.

Karma and Resolve
Each player has 3 karma and 3 resolve. Spend 1
karma after rolling to reduce the difficulty by 1, if
you can justify how your perk helps you. Recover
1 karma if you increase the difficulty by 1 before
rolling, narrating how your quirk hinders you.

If you use a quirk and succeed at the challenge,
you may recover 1 resolve instead of 1 karma.

For dangerous actions (such as combat), failure
costs 1 resolve (or 2 on a critical failure). If a PC
runs out of resolve, they are eliminated from the
scene—but death is primarily a narrative conceit,
and the PC usually returns later at full resolve.
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Telling the Tale
Roll on the following tables to randomly generate
the goblins’ assignment from Don Bignose:

The gangsters must...
A Locate or discover
B Kidnap or purchase
C Extort or obtain

D Murder or destroy
E Rob or steal
F Frame or plant

The...
A Secret information
B Traitor or snitch
C Important person

D Mysterious civilian
E Undercover cop
F Drugs, guns, or cash

From, in, on, or near a...
A Tourist hotspot
B Diner or nightclub
C Amusement park

D Casino or bank
E High-rise building
F Business (a front?)

While dealing with...
A Rival criminals
B A nosy journalist
C The cops

D A natural disaster
E Meddling kids
F A fricking dragon!

Running the Game
The GM should describe the opening scene, react
to the players’ decisions, and assign the traits and
difficulties for challenges. Offer players karma in
return for complications based on their quirks!

The players should make all the rolls, narrate
the outcome of their actions, and drive the story
forward whenever possible. They can also spend
1 karma to influence the scene or story in a way
that reflects their perk, at the GM’s discretion.

http://www.fatgoblingames.com/
https://game-icons.net/
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/294202/Tricube-Tales


People and Things
Described here are examples of people and things
for the mission generator (second table):

1. Blackmail Material
A reporter took some compromising photos of a
powerful politician. These pictures could provide
significant leverage in the right hands!

2. Mafia Turncoat
A treacherous goblin capo has turned his back on
his family and joined another organization. Who
knows what secrets he may have taken with him?

3. Justine Forest
This famous elven socialite is a pain in the neck.
She knows things she shouldn’t—and she shares
everything with her followers on social media.

4. Street Shaman
This mysterious individual wanders through the
streets, expressing his faith through graffiti, and
communing with the spirit of the city. He shares
his wisdom and insight with those who seek it.

5. Infiltrator
An undercover cop has managed to infiltrate one
of Don Bignose’s businesses, and this could prove
to be a disaster. He will need to be dealt with.

6. Wand of Mass Destruction
A famous spellslinger was killed by a mysterious
drifter, and someone took his wand. It is believed
to be loaded with illegal black-market spells.

Places of Interest
Described here are examples of locations for the
mission generator (third table):

1. Troll-Toll Tower Bridge
One of the few bridges in the world still operated
by trolls, this huge suspension bridge is a popular
tourist attraction. But don’t feed the trolls!

2. Second Breakfast Diner
Operated by a family of halflings, this diner has a
reputation for large portions and rude service.

3. Peril Park
One of the scariest theme parks in the world, this
horror-themed attraction is openly operated by a
cabal of necromancers who animate real zombies,
skeletons, and other undead for the rides.

4. Red Dragon Casino
This casino is run by a red dragon named Drax,
who becomes furious when someone wins big!

5. Vampire Lawyers
Wolf & Castle is a powerful law firm situated in a
high-rise office building. The senior partners are
also ancient vampires, who have a reputation for
bleeding people dry—literally and figuratively.

6. Close Shave
The owner of this high-class gentleman’s barber-
shop is a valuable source of gossip for the mafia.
He’s also a skilled surgeon, and offers his services
to criminals in need of emergency treatment.

Complications
Described here are example complications for the
mission generator (fourth table):

1. Fight in the Night
The Nightsworn goblins are the most secretive of
the mafia families, and Don Shadowfoot’s agenda
is as dark as his magic.

2. Me and My Shadow
An investigative journalist is writing an exposé
about Don Bignose and his criminal conduct.

3. Police Raid
The cops have been watching someone related to
the job, and the goblins will almost certainly find
themselves caught up in a police raid.

4. Twister with a Twist
A powerful tornado approaches the city, causing
structural damage and power cuts. However, it is
not clear if the weather is natural.

5. Amateur Sleuths
A gang of misfit teenagers and their pet dog have
been driving around the city in a psychedelic van,
solving mysteries and unmasking criminals.

6. Rogue Dragon
Most dragons become business tycoons, disaster
capitalists, media moguls, etc, hoarding their vast
wealth in tax-exempt lairs. But occasionally some
young rebel goes on a good old-fashioned killing
spree, burning buildings and eating virgins.

Adding a twist to the story
For further inspiration, roll two dice on the table below and use the symbol as an improvisational prompt (you don’t need to interpret it literally). For example,
B D might indicate that a sniper has targeted the PCs or is going after someone they wish to question, while rolling B B could mean their target is hiding in a
church, and E C might represent someone spying on the PCs, or the PCs needing to spy on someone else, or even a supposed ally being an enemy informant.
AA AB AC AD AE AF BA BB BC BD BE BF CA CB CC CD CE CF DA DB DC DD DE DF EA EB EC ED EE EF FA FB FC FD FE FF




